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Chaper 5: What Powers do Immortals have?

Chapter 4: The Hierarchy of Immortals, Demi-Gods, and Gods
“If it's true that our species is alone in the universe, then I'd have to say the universe aimed rather
low and settled for very little”-George Carlin

Figure 1-Another painting of the Gods

One thing I did not expect when learning about immortals is that there is an extreme age range of
them that extends from under one hundred years to possibly as old as the universe.
That as immortals become older, gain more powers and wisdom -that they also become part of
the higher levels in the hierarchy of demi-gods and gods.
It makes sense but was a suprise that there would be a structure like this in the immortal world.
Stealth says that about 2000 immortals exist on earth today and that they mix with our general
population for the most part so can always hide their identities.
Quoting Stealth:
“There is at least 2000 of us out of your 7billion humans doing the exact same as me ie
jobs/names some still hide in mountans and forests.”
He also comments on the immortals he meets with every one hundred sixty years:
“The deities ages are. 14,000; 10,611; 7,500; 3,111; 2,824, then part immortal 80. I shant
say there deity names or mine for now. They are only used for meetings or when we
speek before hand, as away of friend ship throut the ages. I would say for the ancient
others just show respect, other than that everyone can join in with any part of the meeting
if you wish. We dont judge on new people or make anyone feel unwanted.”
The immortals, gods, and goddresses he has met in his entire lifetime:
more details follow0..
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Chaper 5: What Powers do Immortals have?

Chapter 5: What powers do Immortals have?
“As to gods, I have no way of knowing either that they exist or do not exist, or what they are like”Protagoras

Figure 2-Illustrating the powers of the Gods

In my book “God Like Powers and Abilities” I reviewed all of the God like abilities which people
have claimed throughout the ages and potential exercises to achieve those abilities.
My source of what God Like powers people can acquire was based on “The Yoga Sutras of
Patanajli” (7) -an ancient treatise on enlightenment.
A possible key to immortal powers has to do with what happens to immortals when they are about
200 years old:
another,immortal
You should be able to answer my question, what happens to your body after the first 200
years?,it happens to all of us but only once.
I only ask because you should be able to answer. I do think you are one of us i am just
making shure.
stealth
4.. All i felt was a huge energy that served thro my body, i mean it was huge i could not
move, thats how i got some of my knowledge, shortly after the mortal people made me a
Deity for 150 years, and they named me after what they seen/heard when i was in a sort
of trance. I still wont say my deity name for now. Have a grate day friend.
Stealth’s comments on what abilities he has and what other ones can be developed was a
refreshing viewpoint to examine this subject. More details follow0.
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Chaper 10: Summary and Further Thoughts

Chapter 8: On How Mortals can become Immortal
“I existed from all eternity and, behold, I am here; and I shall exist till the end of time, for my being
has no end”-Khalil Gibran

Figure 3-The Path to Immortality

Since one of my passions is longevity and physical immortality I would be remis to not have a
chapter on the what immortals say about achieving physical immortality:
Ulr
Yes Nickgreek1 i am fine thank you for asking.
The point i make is realy about holding Immortality is a grand gift, that not many other
mortal's have gaind for them self they are mearly chosen on how much they mean to the
God or God's that like them and mean to them.
What Stealth is doing is not in his best interest and lot's of us may stop him if we feal
nessosery, being said he dose make good choice's on life and his knowledge is vast to
his abilitie's i will speek with him again soon.
Mr-Ettington., Immortality come's with karma that you will have to give something up in
effect of death or even life choice, if you want immortality then in transition of Stealth
given it, pleed to the God's to keep you'r soul pure make them friend's to you'r case.
You'r mind will change with age, the choice's you make will olter with new knowledge and
understandind of the world. Keep well people.
More follows including an immortality technique4.
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